
Transfer Paperwork & Box Label Procedure 
All Transfers must be completed in the computer system before shipping.  All paperwork & Box Labels must be 

included when shipping, do not send Transfers without all paperwork & Box labels. 

 

Transfer Shipment Paperwork – Complete the transfer in the computer system (refer Store to Store or 

Store to Warehouse Transfers procedure on the website).  *Remember: When transferring to the warehouse 

use W0001 for the ship to location. 

 After completing the transfer in the computer system, a Transfer Shipment sheet and a Transfer 

Shipping Label should print out. The Transfer Shipping Label should be stuck to the Transfer Shipment 

sheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transfer Shipment 

Transfer Shipping Label 

Write the quantity of boxes/bundles/bags/racks here 

http://www.alkodistributors.com/homeoffice/index_htm_files/STORE%20TO%20STORE-WAREHOUSE%20TRANSFER.pdf
http://www.alkodistributors.com/homeoffice/index_htm_files/STORE%20TO%20STORE-WAREHOUSE%20TRANSFER.pdf


 The Transfer Shipment sheet with the Transfer Shipping Label stuck to it must be placed on TOP of the 

merchandise in Box 1.  If your merchandise is on a rolling rack, use SCOTCH TAPE to tape the Transfer 

Shipment with the Transfer Shipping Label to the rolling rack (use enough tape to secure the 

paperwork to the rack). 

 

 
 

Transfer Box Labels – Every box or rolling rack you are transferring MUST have a Box Label attached to it.  

Use the Box Label that pertains to your transfer, in this example the “NOT SELLING” Box Label is being used. 

*Remember: Box Labels must be taped to the side of the box not the top. 

 After completing the transfer in the system count the items you put into each box, you will need this 

information for your Box Label. 

 Completely fill out a Box Label for each box. 

1. From: List your store name and number. 

2. Date: List the Transfer date. 

3. Transfer #: List the TO # on the Transfer Shipping Label.  

4. Label #: List which box the label is going on.  

5. Total Labels: List the grand total of Box Labels you used. 

6. Description: List the department the merchandise came from: Scrubs, Mens, Junior/Missy, 

Plus, etc. 

7. Total Pcs/Sets in Transferm Pcs/Sets: List the grand total of all pieces/sets in the transfer. 

8. Total Boxes, Bundles, or Bags in Transfer: List the grand total of boxes/bags/racks/bundles. 

Tape Transfer Shipment sheet with Transfer 

Shipping Label to the rolling rack using scotch tape. 



9. Total Pcs/Sets in this Box, Bundle, or Bag Pcs Sets: List the amount of pieces/sets in the 

box/bundle/bag/rack. 

10. Notes: List Attn: to the person that authorized the transfer. If you have multiple boxes, on Box 

Label 1 list next to the person’s name “Paperwork Inside”. 

11. Manager/DM Signature: A manager must sign 

12. Associate Doing Transfer: List the person completing the transfer. 

Box Label Example for a shipment that has 3 boxes of Scrubs authorized by Christina: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box Label 1 lists who authorized the 

shipment and “paperwork inside” 

Label #1 of 3 Total Labels 

Label #2 of 3 Total Labels 

Label #3 of 3 Total Labels 

List Transfer Order number on each Box Label.  Find 

this number on the Transfer Shipping Label. 



 

Every box must have a label. Put labels on the side 

of the box not the top. 

Tape a Box Label to all the rolling racks in your 

transfer. 


